Aesthetic breast surgery, scientific approach

We were delighted to accept the responsibility of editing a special number for Gland Surgery journal over breast aesthetics. Aesthetic breast surgery is one of the most challenging areas of aesthetic surgery because it requires knowledge and expertise in the management of shape, volume, asymmetries, scars, tissues, new materials, etc.

Unfortunately, it is commonly mentioned worldwide as an artistic surgical approach; instead, we think that it needs scientific judgement, fundamentally determined by medical knowledge, accumulated over the years by medical training and practice, based on the self-reinforcing process of trial and error.

Only with this scientific approach we can achieve safety, minimize complications, improve the recovery process, and obtain the best possible aesthetic outcome.

Science is a systematic and theoretical construction of knowledge, which is acquired through an observable method, on the structure, nature, and laws of things.

This special number will be published covering anatomy, planning and complications, in aesthetic breast surgery based in a scientific approach.

In the last years, we have seen different innovative changes in aesthetic breast surgery, and we hope they are well described over this issue.

We strongly believe that aesthetic breast surgery must be always offered scientifically to every woman looking for better quality of life, and young doctors must avoid offering “artistic solutions and intuition” to well known problems.

We hope that the concepts and information provided in this special number of GS journal by worldwide well-known authorities in this topic, will be useful for every reader to enhance patient information and improve the doctor-patient decision making process. Thanks to all of them for sharing time and knowledge.

We would like to express finally our recognition to Gland Surgery staff for the initiative and constant support in preparing this special number, and for the vision and effort in creating this journal, which is available by open access and indexed in PubMed.
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